
 

Request to express interest in creating a pan-European synchromodal 

research & innovation project. 

 

To: whom it may concern 
Partner group: University of applied sciences 
From: Ron van Duin PhD (Rotterdam UAS), Kristel Alons PhD (Fontys UAS), Guy Somers MSc (Fontys 
UAS), Pascal Swinkels MSc (Fontys UAS), Steve Ekel MLM (Rotterdam UAS).  
Initiative is supported by: … 
Subject: Request to express interest in creating a pan-European synchromodal research & innovation 

project. 

Date: 4 September 2020 

 

Would you like to be part of a collaborative and innovative project proposal for a pan-European 

EU-funded research project to apply our award-winning model? 

Introduction 
Fontys University of Applied Sciences has developed a maturity model to create awareness among 

companies about several aspects of organizing intermodal and synchromodal transport. Together 

with Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences and other parties this Award winning maturity model1 

has been applied by more than 80 companies in the Netherlands and Belgium. We are eager to 

expand the geographic application of the model with partner universities. More information about 

previous projects, can be found in Appendix 1.   

Planning 
We aim to submit the project plan for EU funding by mid-2021. As of September 2020 we start 

recruiting consortium partners. Depending on the chosen European subsidy program (or programs) 

the project will take between 3 and 5 years to execute. Aim is to organize brainstorm meeting(s) 

multiple interested partners in Autumn 2020. In order to build strong partnership and future EU 

funding application(s) 

Final objectives and products 

 Development of online logistics curricula for universities and businesses focusing on 

intermodal transport.  

 Application of further developed maturity model in several regions within Europe.  

 Help companies to reduce the European carbon footprint of container transports. 

 Regional and corridor analysis to advice local and national governments at policy level.  

 Develop and support new business cases based on data analysis of the project database.  

 

                                                           
1 Alons-Hoen, K., Somers, G., & van Duin, R. (2019). Moving from intermodal to synchromodal 

transport: A maturity model applied to a case study in North Western Europe. In Proceedings of 2019 

TRB Annual Meeting (pp. 1-10). Transportation Research Board (TRB).  

 

https://pure.tudelft.nl/portal/en/publications/moving-from-intermodal-to-synchromodal-transport(ba42b10e-44a2-46b2-83b8-f7cab166a8c6).html
https://pure.tudelft.nl/portal/en/publications/moving-from-intermodal-to-synchromodal-transport(ba42b10e-44a2-46b2-83b8-f7cab166a8c6).html


 

Below you can find an introduction on possibilities for Universities of Applied Sciences. Interested 

in participation? Please reply before 26-6-2020. 

What’s in it for you? 
Below you can find a list of possible benefits for you as potential project partner. We are open to 

discuss other activities based on your expertise.  

Education  
First of all, the project can assist in developing curricula on intermodal and synchromodal transport 

by offering workshops, train the trainer sessions and e-learning modules. It is a unique opportunity 

to enhance logistics curricula, with theory and many different company cases, both online and 

offline. Let’s think about this together!  

The e-learning modules focus on the basics of intermodal and synchromodal transport. Next to that, 

we can offer workshops and train-the-trainer sessions for teachers and students that will work with 

the Synchro Maturity Model.  

Development and application of a maturity model  
The Synchro Maturity Model is being developed and enhanced on a continuous basis. There are 

opportunities to extend it vertically by adding more detail or horizontally by increasing the scope. 

The model can be extended technically by creating an online version or portal.  

Students of your university can contribute by conducting interviews in which the model is applied to 

companies in your region. This creates a win-win-win: students get experience in performing 

practical research, the valuable results are combined in a publication and companies get practical 

feedback.  

Individual follow up companies (quick-scan) 
The model can be applied to shippers, forwarders and logistics service providers. Companies that 

participate in an interview get a practical advice on the current status and an advice on how to 

develop to a higher maturity level in intermodal or synchromodal transport taking into account the 

strategy and long term plans of the company. Finally, benchmarks with other companies will be 

given. These benchmarks are based on data from the own region and others regions within the 

database. The company cases can then be used in your curricula. 

Analysis of results  
All collected results from the interviews are stored in a database. The pan-European consortium, and 

in particular Rotterdam University of Applied Sciences and Fontys University of Applied Sciences, are 

at all times administrator and responsible for the database. As a partner you can use the data from 

your own research region from the database. Based on the data analysis, recommendations can be 

made to improve the performances of local companies and local policies.  

General advantages, valorization and dissemination  
We are looking forward to collectively publish scientific articles on the status of intermodal and 

synchromodal transport in Europe and the maturity model. This pan-European project offers the 

opportunity to extend your knowledge network in the field of intermodal and synchromodal 

transport. 

 



 

Your role within the consortium  
Within the project a pan-European consortium is created for the overall design, coordination and 

execution of the project. Next to that, we aim to form several focus groups for the application of the 

Synchro Maturity Model.  

As a university of applied science you can join the consortium in different ways, either as a lead 

partner or as a regular partner. Lead partners have a central role within the project by taking the lead 

in certain previously defined project areas.  Regular project member perform research within their 

own region.   

Based on your experience we can jointly decide what your role in this project would be. Therefore we 

have made a small table to fill in and to send together with your interest back to us. In that way, we 

will get an overview of everyone’s knowledge and experience.  

Experience Number of 
projects 

Names of 
projects 

Your role(s) Number of 
employees 
involved 

References 

European 
research 
projects 

     

Research in 
intermodal 
transport 

     

Logistics 
education 
development 
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Appendix 1 
 

Need for synchromodal transport 

Logistics transport can choose from several transport modalities like road transport, inland shipping, 

rail transport, air freight and pipeline. Europe wants to drastically decrease the share of road 

transport. Road transport is often still the preferred modality but costs are expected to rise in the 

near future taking into account increased traffic jams and possible tolls. One of the opportunities is 

to shift to inland shipping and rail transport to reduce emissions and costs. Within Europe the plans 

to reduce CO2 emissions are bundled in the Green Deal.  

https://www.euronews.com/2020/01/14/eu-commission-to-unveil-green-deal-to-make-europe-the-

first-climate-neutral-continent 

The usage of multiple modalities for transport is called intermodal transport. As CO2 emissions 

become more stringent, companies will have to move away from road transport. To make inland 

shipping and rail transport suitable alternatives for road transport some changes have to be made. 

Synchromodal transport exploits flexibility, sustainability and efficiency to aim for a united transport 

network within Europe. See below for a short definition of synchromodal transport. 

‘Synchromodality is the transport of maritime freight flows from port to hinterland destination or vice 

versa - without changing the load unit - whereby real-time changes can be made in the flexible and 

sustainable use of different transport modalities in a network. The logistics service provider has the 

control to offer optimally integrated solutions for all parties’. (KennisDC Logistiek Limburg, 2015) 

Project history 

Fontys has developed a maturity model to create awareness among companies about several aspects 

of organizing synchromodal transport. See figure 1 on next page. The maturity level of companies is 

assessed by means of a questionnaire. The questions for these company interviews have been 

developed and validated by employees of Fontys University of Applied Sciences and Rotterdam 

University of Applied Sciences. In 2018, more than 25 companies were interviewed with the help of a 

semi structured questionnaire.  

In the follow-up project in 2019 29 companies have been interviewed. The results from the online 

questionnaire are reported in an online survey tool, developed by Fontys. The questionnaire is 

applied to companies in the Rotterdam region by bachelor students of Rotterdam University of 

applied sciences. Results have been published and will be presented at the Netherlands Conference 

on Operations Management and Logistics. Next to that, follow up is given to the questionnaire, in a 

new project the questionnaire is applied in two other regions.  

Link to online questionnaire 

 

https://www.euronews.com/2020/01/14/eu-commission-to-unveil-green-deal-to-make-europe-the-first-climate-neutral-continent
https://www.euronews.com/2020/01/14/eu-commission-to-unveil-green-deal-to-make-europe-the-first-climate-neutral-continent
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=ZWdrxpS3K0qE7YRbNBwIajLgdelIyo5Co3qLhMkao2dUMFFQNDJIMks3UzA4S0oyVlpRVEI4VTVKWC4u&lang=en


 

 

Figure 1: Synchro Maturity Model 

 

The results of the survey are consolidated 

in an Excel model. This model generates a 

PDF report that contains an analysis on the 

current state of intermodal transport but 

also an advice on how to progress in the 

maturity model and includes a benchmark 

based on similar companies. In a second 

interview students discuss the report with 

company which allows for further fine 

tuning. 

The method of data gathering, analysis and 

reporting has been standardized, which 

provides opportunities to apply the 

maturity model to other regions in the 

Netherlands and Europe. So far it has been 

applied to three regions in the Netherlands 

(Limburg, Gelderland and the Rotterdam 

region) and two regions in Belgium (West 

Flanders and Limburg), see figure 2.  

 

 

Level 1
Level 2

Level 3
Level 4

Level 5

Ad-hoc 
intermodal

Structural 
intermodal

Synchromodal 
transport

Real-time 
synchromodal

Extension 
synchromodal

Execution of transport

Transport planning

Data exchange

Key performance 

indicators

Decision making power

Type of relationship

Pricing

Truck => 80%

Ad-hoc, no forecast

Per container

Price and time

Shipper 81-100% of 

orders

Transactional

Spot market

Train or barge => 40%

0-40% planned based 

on forecast

Forecast per customer

Price and time per 

modality

More than 20% a-modal 

booking by other party

Limited vertical

Alignment on tariff 

(tender)

Train or barge => 60%

41-100% planned based 

on forecast

Forecast per customer

Price, time, reliability

Orders shared in supply 

chain

Intensive vertical, 

limited horizontal

Tariff per modality and 

a-modal booking

Train or barge => 80%

Real time orders in 

supply chain

Control tower to share 

data with more parties

Price, time, reliability 

and utilization degree

Real time orders in 

supply chain

Intensive vertical and 

horizontal

A-modal booking and a 

modal pricing

Train or barge =100%

Real time orders and 

stock levels

Control tower + real 

time stock levels

Price, time, reliability, 

utilization degree and 

service level

Real time stock level in 

supply chain

Intensive vertical and 

horizontal + real time 

stock levels

A-modal booking, a 

modal pricing and real 

time stock levels

Figure 2: Regions 



 

Several articles have been published based on these projects. One paper worth mentioning is a 

publication about the application of the maturity model within the Interreg project SYN-ERGIE. This 

paper won the Private Sector Applicability Award at the Annual TRB conference 2019 in Washington.  

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330579408_MOVING_FROM_INTERMODAL_TO_SYNCHR

OMODAL_TRANSPORT_A_MATURITY_MODEL_APPLIED_TO_A_CASE_STUDY_IN_NORTHWESTERN_E

UROPE/stats 

 

Further research within Europe 

The maturity model has proven to be applicable in two countries and Europe and has shown 

potential to apply in other parts of Europe to help companies with making the important step from 

road transport towards intermodal (and synchromodal) transport. By using this model, an 

acceleration can be made in European policy to reduce CO2 emissions. As goods flow do not stop at 

the Dutch borders, application of this model should also not stop at the border.  

This model can be applied for hundreds of companies that are close to major container ports or for 

companies that have potential to start implementing intermodal transport, since they handle large 

volumes of container transports. By means of this model, Fontys, Rotterdam University of Applied 

Sciences and its partners can contribute to the policy plans of Mr. Timmermans and Mrs. Von der 

Leyen.  

 

 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330579408_MOVING_FROM_INTERMODAL_TO_SYNCHROMODAL_TRANSPORT_A_MATURITY_MODEL_APPLIED_TO_A_CASE_STUDY_IN_NORTHWESTERN_EUROPE/stats
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330579408_MOVING_FROM_INTERMODAL_TO_SYNCHROMODAL_TRANSPORT_A_MATURITY_MODEL_APPLIED_TO_A_CASE_STUDY_IN_NORTHWESTERN_EUROPE/stats
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/330579408_MOVING_FROM_INTERMODAL_TO_SYNCHROMODAL_TRANSPORT_A_MATURITY_MODEL_APPLIED_TO_A_CASE_STUDY_IN_NORTHWESTERN_EUROPE/stats

